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بناء انموذج لتقويم النتاج الفني 

لطلبة كلية الفنون التطبيقية في 

 مادة الاخراج والالوان
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Ray System 

Assembly System

Gride System 
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Abstract 
the development of research in the arts field at the local and global level led to 
the recognition of the importance and value of the evaluation of the practical 
aspects due to the importance of the skills acquired by the learner during practice 
of art and this is what made the researcher to enter this field because of its 
scientific significance to stand on the sides of default and  correct it , and sides of  
strengths to praise it  then she  adopted this problem in its search to establishing  
a model to evaluate  the students  works  in the advertising techniques 
Department in the study of directing and colors  
The current research aims to : 

1. establishing  a model to evaluate  the works  of students at advertising 
techniques Department/ college  of Applied Arts  in the study of directing 
and colors . 

2. submitting the works of students (designing  commercial advertisement) 
depending on the prepared model . this research follow the describing and 
analytical approach because it suitable for the research community for  70 
advertising design  which are works of the 4

th
 stage /  advertising 

techniques Department/ study of directing and colors for the year 2012-
2013 as there was 18 design randomly choose as samples to the research  
which represent  25%  of the research community . the  research tool 
established as evaluating  form to correct the works of the commercial 
advertising designs depending on The theoretical framework indicators 
and criteria  of preparing the model such as Advertisement  components 
and its preparation stages  ,the goal of the design and the idea .the 
researcher  depends on the procedures of Truthfulness  and  constancy  in the 
evaluation form . 
Pearson correlation coefficient was one of the most important statistical 
methods that the researcher depends on it to reach the results  

The most important results  of the research are  

 The degrees of students in the evaluation degrees ranged between (62-73) 
degrees of  (80) degrees and this  considered a good because the students  
considered beginners in this field not professional designers 

The most important conclusions are : 

 The effectiveness of the prescribed form in this research, which includes 
steps to evaluate  the design of printed works in the study of directing and 
colors within the prescribed curriculum of the fourth stage / advertising 
techniques Department/  College of Applied Arts which  proves  its 
superiority in evaluation . 

The most important recommendations of the research  are :  

 Using the prescribed form, which has been tested in the study directing 
and colors to evaluate  the works  of students (advertising design) which 
approved its effectiveness , in evaluation  especially by trainers of the 
subject and in evaluating the  works of the fourth stage  students  


